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Saturday, October  6. 2007

PSPoste: Email Client for PSP Beta 6.2 (Palm IR Fix)

Hi all,

Here is a new version of PSPoste the famous email client application for PSP written by David Cummings, Ben Biron
and Sajeeth Cherian (see http://www.psposte.org for details).

My contribution to this projet is MINOR, all credits should remain to original authors !

What's new then ? It has been linked with latest IR keyboard library (same as PSPIRC), and IR keyboard such as Palm
should now work properly. Thanks to Mov from QJ for his help and test.

It is distributed under GNU licence, and sources are provided.

For those who want to import their contact list from Outlook, Sylvain provides them a useful application available here on
his blog : http://sylvain.nawrocki.free.fr/blog/

binary version for firmware 1.5

binary version for firmware 3x

source code

 Enjoy,

         Zx.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in Email Client at 09:52

Just thought I'd share, 3.XX version still doesn't work under 3.71-2 kernel on Slim/Fat (Either XMB or eLoader).

Thanks for the update!
    rc.square24 on Oct  6 2007, 10:32

Thanks for your feedback,

Take care,        Zx
    zx-81 on Oct  6 2007, 21:06

Thanks much! I love your work. Now PSPIRC and PSPoste work flawlessly with my Palm IR keyboard. If AFKIM, PSPSSH and
PSPPDA are also updated, I'll be able to give away my Targus keyboard!

By the way, if you ever need more help testing, let me know. I have two PSPs (a fat and a slim) and both a Targus and Palm IR
keyboard. 

Best regards,
Paul
    Paul on Oct  7 2007, 01:06

Hey Paul, PSPSSH works perfectly for me with my Palm. Do you have the latest build (1.0.9)?
    mov on Oct  7 2007, 09:20
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Hi mov. Thanks for the tip! I must have been using an older version -- as you predicted, the latest build of PSPSSH seems to work
fine. Also, I just downloaded the last AFKIM and that also seems to work fine. I feel a bit sheepish now... I do still have issues with
PSPPDA -- it seems I have to hold down a keyboard key for the PSP to recognize input from the D-pad or the buttons. 
    Paul on Oct  7 2007, 18:05

I'm working on a simple text editor, should be available soon 

Zx
    zx-81 on Oct  7 2007, 18:08

Awesome! Thanks Zx -- I look forward to it. One of the reasons I got a PSP to begin with was that I heard there was a TI-92 emulator
available for it! I've been a fan of your homebrew ever since.
    Paul on Oct  7 2007, 18:50

Thanks for your comment,

Take care,        Zx
    zx-81 on Oct  7 2007, 19:02

Thanks
I need " japanese language "
    kuro on Jan  2 2008, 16:19

I am Japanese.So,I cannot write Engrish.Soory.
    Yousuke on Feb 17 2008, 13:39

I use PSP version 3.90 m33-3 Slim
I downloaded Psposte for the 3.xx, placed it into the Game380 folder, app starts fine, then memory stick indacator starts blinking very
fast, and after a few seconds i clicking sound(screen is black all this time) and psp turns off.
Any suggestions ?
    stroogy on May  2 2008, 20:44

the same for me stroogy, but with the 1.50 version, it's working fine
try it with the time machine if you have time 
    slurple on May 14 2008, 22:46

The FW1.5 version doesn't work on my psp slim&light with the Time Machine, the FW3X version works fine,m with Time Machine
FW3.60, except a little Bug.
You can not delete E-mails and E-mails are always shown as unread, after restarting the app.

It would be very nice if you could update your this homebrew for 4X or correct this bug.
    Blutelf on Sep 19 2008, 21:32

I have written a little LUA Script to day to make it easier for me to delete E-mails.
If some one wants to try it.
http://www.speedshare.org/download.php?id=D232724F12
Select the E-mail mit D-Pad Up and Down and delete it whit Triangle.
The entry doesn't disappear (from the screen of the Lua app) but the Email is deleted.
    Blutelf on Sep 20 2008, 16:50

I am having PSP v6.20. How shuld i install the PSPoste in my PSP. Please kindly help me. I am in Need of it immediately.
    David on May  7 2010, 16:01

dude, i dont know how this works but IF i have a problem *PLZ HELP ME*!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
    Mustufa on Sep 25 2010, 17:29
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